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Aumio Golam, Business Law and Philosophy, upper junior/lower senior as of 09/22/16

Well similar to the previous database that I reviewed, ScienceDirect, this database also engrosses its articles towards a more political, sociopolitical conscious. There are articles focusing on elections, to press releases passed by aristocrats in higher places than their pinkies.
So with this database there is a news journal on how much a particular person of a European region has to spend in regards of the Brexit. This is microscopic scale as to how many other people, programs and functions of power had to cough up some healthy pocket change in result of the Brexit. All of which can be specified to you (the readers) scenario and requirements. You might go there to do business or go there for leisure, you would like to know how the government over there is. I would like to know how the social and military atmosphere of the region is and will that affect my business (contract) are among many topics this database can quench with information. The engine itself is really simple to use, they initially give you hot topics to start off with or you can specify your search and group them between newspaper companies to scholarly articles written by professors and positions of education. The database is convenient and has a large range of up to date information.
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